Mott offers a wide range of product solutions designed for school science labs to equip general-purpose school laboratories and those geared to particular subjects, such as Biology, Physics, Earth Science, and Chemistry. We can work with you to create a custom solution or follow your own school lab design.

**Educational Science Laboratory Furniture**

**Flexibility In Science Lab Design**
It can be challenging to provide ample workstation areas and open floor space, especially in smaller classrooms. Rooms must often be multi-functional and easily reconfigured to enable experiments, group discussions and group work. Classrooms must be adaptable to support technology, equipment and changing curriculum.

**Furniture Layout & Planning**
Mott’s dealers have expertise in the layout and design of your laboratory. This allows each lab design to be customized to your teaching style and conditions. Take advantage of this service; ask your Mott dealer for details.

**Fume Hoods**
Mott offers a variety of fume hoods that are designed for school environments, to suit your program and budget. Demonstration and Observation2 hoods enhance safety because instructors or supervisors can easily observe any hazardous situations that may occur inside the hood chamber. Our Observation2 fume hood also opens up your laboratory to views and natural light.

Design custom workstations to meet the special needs of your classroom; a wide variety of affordable wood veneers are available.

Observation2 fume hoods designed for school environments.
**Island Benches & Pods**

Central storage cabinets are combined to form island workstations or pods which provides additional open space allowing easy access to fume hoods. Pods that contain services such as gas and electricity, with tables arranged around them, can be moved to face the front of the classroom for lectures.

**Perimeter & Peninsula Benches**

In large classrooms, perimeter student workstations allow space for a central lecture area. Adding peninsula benches, which are wings leading off perimeter benching, is a cost-effective way of getting services into the center of the room. Benches are available with a wide variety of storage solutions.

**Demonstration Stations & Student Table Assemblies**

Workstations and tables are available with built-in fixtures and accessories, as well as cabinets to store your lab equipment in one space-saving location. We have what you need to furnish your science classroom or lab.